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(NAPSA)—When you walk into
a room, your eyes do not move
from top to bottom—quite the
opposite. Your gaze starts at the
floor and moves up. Just as the
clothes you wear make a fashion
statement, your floors set the
tone, add the drama and create
the mood in your home.
According to the World Floor

Covering Association (WFCA), the
latest products and trends in
flooring offer high-tech innova-
tions, low-maintenance attributes
and eco-friendly features. Below,
you’ll find a closer look at some of
the latest styles to consider when
it’s time to dress your floors:

Weathered and Worn
Aged and vintage looks have

maintained their firm grip when
it comes to floor trends. Think
genuine hardwood with worn,
heavily textured wood grain and
the weathered imperfections that
can only be achieved with years of
use. For many, price has kept
these highly sought floors out of
reach—until now.
Manufacturers today are build-

ing the patina of reclaimed wood
into brand-new flooring products.
Solid and engineered hardwood
formats can have all the dis-
tressed and eroded character of
products much older so each board
has a unique look.
The same vintage looks are

available in laminate and luxury
vinyl tile (LVT). The surfaces are
created using high-resolution digi-
tal imaging and state-of-the-art
embossing techniques. Designed
to minimize repeats, they’re
almost impossible to tell from the
real thing—and significantly less
expensive!
Porcelain tiles feature salvaged

looks such as oxidized metal and
weathered wood. Tiles with dry,
earthen textures and parched sur-
face finishes in light to mid sun-
baked shades and hazy grays are
also popular.
The beauty of the weathered

look is that it pairs well with all
interiors, does a wonderful job of
hiding blemishes, and works well
with both soft and bold color
accents.

Depth and Dimension
The right flooring can make large

spaces cozy and small spaces grand
with long, wide planks and tiles.
Longer wood planks and large-

format porcelain tiles mean fewer
seams and grout lines, lengthen-
ing smaller spaces such as hall-
ways and bathrooms as the eye is
not distracted by breaks in the
flooring. Fewer seams and less
grout means easier cleaning, too.

Texture and Pattern
The latest looks in LVT involve

nature-inspired low-luster and
matte finishes.
Also in step with toned-down

looks are oil-finish hardwood
floors, which are steadily gaining
ground among designers and con-
sumers. Natural oils penetrate the
wood grain for a satinlike, zero-
gloss appearance. In soft-surface
flooring, highly affordable syn-
thetics offer a more delustered
look that mimics more expensive
natural materials including wool,
silk and cotton. The matte surface
also works to mask vacuum marks
and footprints.
Concrete flooring offers soft and

warm looks in muted grays, taupe
and beige. Its versatility makes it

complementary and adaptable to
all kinds of interior settings.
Another trend is to mix con-

trasting materials such as wood
and tile. Though not possible with
the “real thing” due to wood’s ten-
dency to expand and contract, pair-
ing wood and stone looks in porce-
lain creates a stunning effect.
Tiles made to look like bricks

are also popular. The laid-back
“loft look” in porcelain is much
easier to maintain than the real
thing. The most basic of shapes,
the stripe, is also appearing in all
categories of flooring, especially
soft surface. It appears frequently
in the form of striated rock looks
in weaves; in porcelain and glass,
as mini finger tiles; and in vinyl,
in looks that mimic linen, sedi-
mentary rock and parquet.
Carpet continues to get softer

and more plush as technology
advances. The latest look features
layered color, soft texture and lots
of dimension. Using another tech-
nique that combines both loops
and sheared fibers, carpets are
imbued with 3-D effects featuring
multiple heights and colors rang-
ing from subtle to bold.
Growing in popularity are car-

pets and rugs in florals and
foliage looks in shades of indigo,
petrol, purple and green. Other
new carpets show sculpted sur-
faces that look like sand dunes,
ocean waves and tree bark.

Modern Conveniences
Beauty is important in floor cov-

erings, but function is also key. Over
70 percent of the population owns a
pet, so onemanufacturer offers a 100
percent “All PetWarranty” on carpets
with built-in stain repellent and total
moisture absorption. New technology
forces all the water from the stain to
evaporate so the trace material left
over can simply be wiped away.

Learn More
Further information and prac-

tical tips are on the WFCA web-
site, www.WFCA.org, and blog,
FloorTalk.wfca.org.

The Floors Of TomorrowWill ReflectWhat’s OnThe RunwayToday

When it comes to decor, the
largest palette is right beneath
your feet. Now, bold stripes, over-
sized florals and marine blues
are hitting the floor in style.

(NAPSA)—Here’s eye-opening
news: Getting the right amount of
restful sleep can reduce your risk
of depression, diabetes, heart
problems, high blood pressure and
obesity, and, in general, improve
your quality of life.

The Problem
Even so, 75 percent of people

struggle to get restorative sleep in
the summertime, according to a
recent survey. Whether you blame
it on longer daylight hours or
higher temperatures, the summer
months can change sleep cycles.

What You Can Do
You can’t change the weather,

but there are some things you can
control:
•Maintain the 65 Rule: The

latest sleep research is clear: The
ideal sleeping temperature is 65
degrees Fahrenheit with 65 per-
cent humidity.
WHY: “When preparing for

sleep, your body’s internal temper-
ature drops slightly and stays low
until shortly before you wake up,”
explained Pete Bils, Sleep Num-
ber ’s VP of sleep science and
research. “As your body tempera-
ture drops, heat is released into
the mattress and pillow. If the
room is too warm, the heat has
nowhere to go except to pool
around your body. This results in
tossing and turning and con-
stantly trying to find the cool side
of the pillow.”
•Shower off to stay chill:

Take a warm bath or shower
before bedtime.
WHY: When you trade a warm

bathroom for the cooler household
air, your body temperature drops,
which can help you enter sleep
mode. Alternatively, consider
going to bed with slightly damp
hair; as the water evaporates, it
creates a cooling effect.
•Follow the two-hour rule:

Don’t exercise or eat for at least
two hours before bedtime.
WHY: Your body needs time to

cool down before you head to bed.
Both eating and exercise warm it up.

•Limit exposure to light or
screens before bed:About an hour
before bed, dim the lights, turn off
screens and relax by reading a book
or doing light chores.
WHY: According to Bils, bright

lights and binge watching TV or
movies can decrease the sleep hor-
mone melatonin and keep your
mind from relaxing.
•Maintain sleep schedules

through vacations: Even when
traveling, try to keep your normal
sleep schedule. That will help you
stay alert and active on the road.
WHY: “Altering your sleep

schedule actually creates jet lag-
like symptoms, which affects your
motor skills, concentration, mood
and health,” Bils noted.
•Consider a warm-weather

wardrobe for your room.
Ensure your comforters are light
and breathable so you sleep com-
fortably all night long. And take
advantage of the latest high-tech
solutions: Sleep Number offers a
DualTemp™ layer that you can add
to any mattress to heat and cool
each side, so you can both have it
the way you like.
WHY: Just as you have winter

and summer jackets, you should
have blankets that vary in warmth
for different seasons. Body heat is
released through your feet, head and
hands, so keep them uncovered if
you find yourself too warm.

Learn More
For additional facts and tips on

getting a good night’s sleep, visit
blog.sleepnumber.com.

SixWaysTo Sleep Better

Getting regular, adequate shut-
eye is essential for well-being,
health and overall mood.

***
Even if you’re on the right track, you’ll get run over if you just
sit there.

—Will Rogers
***

***
Life was meant to be lived, and curiosity must be kept alive.
One must never, for whatever reason, turn his back on life.

—Eleanor Roosevelt
***

***
It is common sense to take a method and try it; if it fails, admit
it frankly and try another. But above all, try something.

—Franklin D. Roosevelt
***

***
We are face to face with our destiny, and we must meet it with a
high and resolute courage. For ours is the life of action, of
strenuous performance of duty. Let us live in the harness, striv-
ing mightily. Let us run the risk of wearing out rather than
rusting out.

—Theodore Roosevelt
***

***
Just do what must be done. This may not be happiness, but it is
greatness.

—George Bernard Shaw
***

***
If no one ever took risks, Michelangelo would have painted the
Sistine floor.

—Neil Simon
***

***
If your ship doesn’t come in, swim out to it!

—Jonathan Winters
***

***
Do not let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.

—John Wooden
***

***
Thunder is good, thunder is impressive; but it is the lightning
that does the work.

—Mark Twain

***

***
Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the
things you didn’t do than by the ones you did. So throw off the
bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade
winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.

—Mark Twain
***

***
He that will not reason is a bigot, he that cannot reason is a
fool, and he that dares not reason is a slave.

—William Drummond
***

***
He is always the severest censor of the merit of others who has
the least worth of his own.

—Elias Lyman Maggon
***

In 1869, Dr. Brown’s Celery Tonic
went on sale for the first time.The
drink consisted of soda water and
crushed celery seed. It also helped
to spark a celery craze in the late
19th century that included celery
flavored soft drinks, celery gum,
celery soup and elixir of celery.

Lettuce leaves consist of 95 per-
cent water by weight.This is what
makes the lettuce crisp.The cells
high in water press against each
other, producing the crunchy tex-
ture that is so desirable in the fresh
leaves.




